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the EU
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If no news of
progress by 13.11
expect some negative
comment from
politicians EU side but this is not central
to the outcome

11-13.11.2020
Frost-Barnier
Negotiations ongoing,
seeking some
agreement on
"landing zones"

Thickness of arrows corresponds to accumulated
probability that a route will be followed. Number
(like 0.3) on each arrow is the probability only for
that node.
Dotted lines: probability too low to be able to
assess, or route does not impact overall probability
and is for information purposes.
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By 19.11.2020
The detail of a Deal is
hammered out

Orange boxes at the bottom are outcomes, with
accumulated probabilities for each.

There are still
theoretical ways
ahead here - an extra
EP Plenary, or
provisional
application of a Trade
Deal - but these will
not be considered
unless there is a text
of a Deal

By 19.11.2020
The detail of a Deal is
not hammered out

1
1

EU makes agreement
contingent on UK
Govt dropping parts
of IM Bill that
contravene
Withdrawal
Agreement & NI
Protocol
0.8

Probabilities are based on voting data where
available, educated guesses where not. Any errors
are the responsibility of the author.
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0.2

Johnson agrees to
drop the parts of the
IM Bill

Johnson refuses to
drop the parts of the
IM Bill
0.4
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Due to its importance
for trust, EU insists
Number 10 drops
parts of IM Bill. Lords
amending it not
considered enough.
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From 23.11.2020
UK Govt and EU
works towards
ratifying the Deal.
Conﬂict with Lords on
IM Bill avoided.

0.05

Theoretically the
Government could
continue to push back
against Lords in ping
pong, but why do this
here? Easier to blame
EU for failure instead.

From 23.11.2020
House of Lords in
spotlight again - that
a Deal is contingent
on amending the IM
Bill strengthens hand
of the Lords.
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Late Nov / early Dec
Ratiﬁcation proceeds,
is a formality EU side.
Commons votes by
9.12 on non-binding
Resolution on the
Deal
0.9

0.1
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55 Brexit hardliner
MPs so annoyed
Johnson agreed a
deal they write to the
1922 Chair to
demand a No
Conﬁdence Vote

Panic breaks out UK
side as companies
realise the impact of
tariffs, and Northern
Ireland realises
impact of lack of
preparedness
1

Labour votes against,
and enough Tory
hardliners rebel to
deny Govt a majority but vote is not binding

Labour abstains,
meaning Tory
rebellion insufﬁcient
to cause Govt a short
term problem ratiﬁcation proceeds
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From 23.11.2020
Preparations for No
Deal happen in
earnest, and blame
game becomes ugly UK blames EU, EU
blames UK

0.8

Mood UK side stays
calm but stoic, and
preparations for truck
parks, access permits
etc. stepped up

1

Johnson stumbles on,
ratiﬁcation proceeds
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Very unclear what
happens here unlikely the No
Conﬁdence vote
succeeds, but UK
Govt incapable of
acting. Does EU
somehow press
pause?

Deal is done and
ratiﬁcation proceeds,
and everything then
focuses on the
practical
implementation and
who is to blame for ill
preparedness

No Deal, UK reverts
to WTO rules for
trade with EU from
1.1.2021

13%

44%

43%

Tory pragmatists so
annoyed Johnson has
ended up with No
Deal they write to the
1922 Chair to
demand a No
Conﬁdence Vote

